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Abstract: As transit authorities increasingly adopt electric buses (EBs) to mitigate air quality concerns
and greenhouse gas emissions, new challenges arise in bus scheduling and timetabling. Unlike
traditional buses, EBs face operational obstacles due to their shorter range and extended charging
times. Existing mathematical optimization models for operation planning of traditional buses must
be revised to address these unique characteristics of EBs. This study introduces a new approach to
integrate timetabling and bus scheduling to enhance the level of service and minimize operational
costs, using a case study of a University shuttle bus service in Montreal, Canada. The level of service
will be enhanced by reducing students waiting time and improving their in-vehicle comfort through
seat availability. The scheduling aspect seeks to reduce the total operational costs, which include
travel, electricity consumption, and usage costs of EBs. The proposed algorithm calculates the waiting
time and seat availability for different headway values and addresses the scheduling problem using
a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model with an arc-based approach, solved using the
Cplex Optimization Studio software version 12.8. A normalized weighted sum technique is then
applied to select the optimal headway, balancing waiting time, seat availability, and operational costs.
The effectiveness of our approach was tested through a case study of Concordia University’s shuttle
bus service. Comparative analysis of the current and proposed schedules shows that our approach
significantly improves service quality by decreasing waiting times and increasing seat availability
while optimizing cost-effectiveness compared to the existing timetable of the Concordia shuttle bus.
The proposed approach ensures a smooth transition to a fully electric transit system for shuttle bus
services.

Keywords: electric bus timetabling; electric bus scheduling; integrated approach; shuttle bus service;
passenger waiting time; passenger comfort

1. Introduction

Sources of energy that release greenhouse gases are major contributors to global
warming and atmospheric pollution. Shifting to electric transit systems is crucial for
developing greener and sustainable urban environments. In the United Kingdom, buses are
responsible for emitting roughly 4.3 million tons of CO2, emphasizing the critical necessity
for shifting towards more sustainable energy sources. Electric buses (EBs) emerge as a
viable strategy to reduce urban transport’s carbon footprint, which is responsible for 15%
of worldwide CO2 emissions [1]. In light of this, China has taken a substantial step by
converting its bus fleets to electric vehicles. As of 2019, approximately 400,000 electric buses
were operating in China’s public transport system, constituting 99% of the worldwide
total of EBs [2]. Also, numerous cities have embarked on ambitious plans to electrify their
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public bus fleets [3]. Similarly, academic institutions, including those in the United States,
Japan, Turkey, and Singapore, are adopting EBs for campus shuttle operations [4]. Research
conducted by Lie et al. [5] indicates that the adoption of biofuels and electric buses could
diminish the carbon footprint of bus fleets by 37%, with a complete transition to electric
buses potentially reducing emissions by as much as 52%.

The shift toward electric transportation systems, particularly electric buses, involves
significant challenges, primarily the high initial costs. This includes the cost of the buses,
their batteries, and the essential charging infrastructure, which is about 63% higher than
conventional diesel buses [6]. However, electric buses offer lower operational and mainte-
nance expenses—around CAD 700,000 annually compared to CAD 1.1 million for diesel
buses—potentially resulting in savings over their lifetime [7]. Despite the advantages of lower
fuel and maintenance costs, electric buses face challenges such as limited range, long charging
times, and performance declines in cold climates, which significantly reduce their operational
range. These issues complicate their integration into existing transportation systems.

Public transit agencies are actively working to enhance the efficiency of their trans-
portation systems, focusing particularly on bus operations. The effectiveness of these sys-
tems largely relies on how they are managed, particularly in aspects such as bus timetabling
and scheduling. Bus timetabling (TT) is the process of setting departure and arrival times
for all bus trips to improve service quality [8]. The goal is to minimize waiting and transfer
times for passengers, ensure more available seats, and coordinate bus arrivals at major
transfer hubs and intersections. On the other hand, The vehicle scheduling problem (VSP),
or bus scheduling problem (BSP) in this context, involves assigning buses to trips based
on a predetermined timetable. The aim is to reduce the number of buses needed and
minimize operational costs. These costs include travel expenses, electricity and refuelling
costs, expenses related to bus waiting times, and maintenance costs [9].

Since switching from hybrid or conventional buses to fully electric buses affects the
operational and economical aspects of the bus service, a reconsideration of the current
timetable and schedule of EBs is required. This study focuses on improving the timetable
and schedule of EBs by developing a new integrated approach specifically designed for
the operational needs of electric buses, with objectives to increase the level of service and
minimize EB operational costs. By finding the best headways—the intervals between
consecutive bus departures from the same stop—for buses and optimum schedules of fully
electric shuttle bus services, we seek to facilitate a smoother transition to a fully electric
transit system and improve operational efficiency and reduce students’ waiting time.
Additionally, strategic choices regarding the best models of EBs underscore the importance
of this research in reducing total operational costs and improving the service level.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The theoretical background and
related works of electric bus timetabling, scheduling, their integration, and challenges of
electrifying the bus transit systems are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 describes a detailed
description of the integration of electric bus scheduling and timetabling for shuttle bus
services. Also, it outlines the proposed solution approach, the mathematical optimization
model, and the algorithm to solve the problem. Section 4 provides a detailed explanation of
the Concordia University shuttle bus service as a case study and reports the computational
results and sensitivity analysis. Finally, conclusions and potential research direction are
drawn in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

This literature review examines significant contributions that address the complexities
of creating effective timetables and schedules, emphasizing the necessity of integrating
these elements to better support electric bus operations.

2.1. Bus Timetabling

Bus timetabling involves several key decisions to improve transit services. One is the
departure times of buses, which involves setting the time buses leave terminals and stops,
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including the first and last departures for each route. Frequency setting is another important
aspect, where intervals of buses are determined based on the time of day—like peak or off-
peak hours—to match passenger demand and prevent overcrowding or underutilization.
Headway management then focuses on managing the time gaps between consecutive buses
on a route to minimize passenger waiting times [10].

Studies have examined the TT phase from various angles, focusing on multi-objective
models designed to minimize waiting times, enhance bus utilization [11], and adjust
bus frequencies to align with passenger demand [12]. Enhancing the synchronization of
bus arrivals at transfer points and bus intersections enables EBs to utilize idle time for
recharging, necessitating the incorporation of charging times into the timetabling process.
This charging time takes about 5 to 15 min. Even though fast-charging technology influences
timetable adjustments, research on timetabling for EBs remains limited [13].

Ceder et al. [14] formulated a multi-objective model aimed at minimizing the expected
wait times for passengers who arrive randomly while also enhancing bus utilization from
the operators’ perspective. Zhang and his colleagues [11] introduced a decomposition
heuristic algorithm to tackle a bi-objective optimization model for feeder bus lines that
aimed to minimize passenger waiting time costs while considering the total operational
costs and budget constraints for bus operators. Shang et al. [12] suggested a timetabling
strategy to maximize bus frequency and optimize headway values by focusing on customer
satisfaction. This approach seeks to find a balance between satisfying bus users’ demands
through minimal waiting time and seat availability and achieving efficient bus transit oper-
ations by focusing on increasing income with more passengers. However, their strategy
did not address the scheduling of buses based on these optimized headways, an issue our
research intends to tackle. Ceder and Philibert [15] developed a methodology for creating
transit timetables that aim for an even distribution of load across vehicles to facilitate
smooth transfers and achieve a high vehicle load without discrepancies, thereby enhancing
vehicle use and reducing the time vehicles spend with empty seats. However, this approach
could lead to longer wait times for passengers at stops that are not predetermined. Gkiot-
salitis and Alesiani [16] introduced a robust timetable through a mathematical model of
bus movements, aiming to minimize the impact of worst-case scenarios by reducing the
discrepancies between actual and planned bus departure times.

2.2. EB Scheduling

The EBSP can encompass various goals, including minimizing the number of EBs
needed, reducing the total acquisition cost of EBs, reducing deadhead trips (empty trips
to relocalize a bus), and lowering travel cost, electricity, and maintenance costs associated
with EBs [17]. Key decisions in EBSP include assigning buses to specific trips, charging
scheduling of EBs, and determining the required number of EBs. The charging technology
and the EB specifications will significantly impact these decisions.

There are different types of EBSP, primarily influenced by the fleet’s characteristics and
the structure of the bus networks. These problems can be specific to operations involving a
single bus line [18] or multiple lines [19], and similarly, they may concern single or multiple
bus depots [20,21]. Another vital consideration is the type of vehicles in the fleet. For a
more comprehensive understanding of electric bus scheduling and its variations, readers
are directed to the detailed reviews provided in the recent articles by Perumal et al. [22]
and Alamatsaz et al. [23].

2.3. Integrating TT and Scheduling

Ceder et al. [24] and Chakroborty et al. [25] were pioneers in examining the com-
bination of bus timetabling and bus scheduling. Ceder and his colleagues proposed a
method to merge timetables and bus schedules, looking at both bus users’ satisfaction and
operational efficiency to decrease the number of buses needed. Their strategy utilized a
four-step sequential process with a loop for feedback. On the other hand, Chakroborty
et al. were the first to incorporate the decision to determine the optimal fleet size into
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the timetable development problem. The objectives were minimizing the fleet size and
reducing passengers’ waiting time simultaneously. They also demonstrated their approach
using a test instance involving three bus lines over a total scheduling period of four hours.
The majority of research in this field primarily focuses on minimizing passenger waiting
and travel times for timetabling and reducing the costs faced by bus operators, including
the expenses associated with acquiring new buses and the costs of deadhead trips.

Balancing the different objectives of TT and BSP requires the use of various approaches,
including adjusting timing (shifting), prioritizing certain goals over others (weighting),
utilizing Pareto optimization to find the best compromise (Pareto front), applying a hier-
archical decision-making process (bi-level programming), and rearranging processes or
priorities (reordering) [26].

In the shifting method, BSP is addressed with minor adjustments to the timetable,
such as slight shifts in arrival and departure times, to lower the operational costs associated
with scheduling. This method optimizes a selected objective function while ensuring that a
second objective does not fall below or exceed a certain threshold [27]. Kliewer et al. [27]
were the first to introduce this method for the vehicle scheduling problem. Ceder [28] also
used the shifting technique to enhance the service level by increasing passenger comfort
and minimizing wait times. To address the scheduling problem, the authors utilized the
deficit function. Their objective was to reduce the number of vehicles required to cover
the trips planned during the timetabling phase. However, Ceder’s research is specifically
focused on conventional buses and is not applicable to EBs.

Another approach to address this type of problem is the weighting method. Guihaire
and Hao [29] presented an iterative local search algorithm with the goal of optimizing
service quality and decreasing bus operating expenses. Service quality was evaluated
based on the evenness of headways, and operational costs were assessed by considering the
lengths of deadhead trips and fleet size. Another application of the weighting technique for
this problem is detailed in [30], which focuses on balancing passenger waiting times with
the overall cost of resources. The problem was also addressed by Schmid and Ehmke [31],
who took a flexible approach to schedule modifications and balanced departure times.
Their objectives included minimizing operational expenses and optimizing the timetable’s
quality by minimizing deviations from desired headways. Carosi et al. [26] developed a
MILP model to optimally balance the costs for service providers and passengers’ waiting
times for conventional buses. However, this model does not take into account the seat
availability metric. The key challenge of studies using the weighting method is determining
the weight values that best represent the desires of both transit authorities and bus users.

Another method for addressing such integrated problems is the Pareto front technique.
This approach aims to identify the optimal Pareto front, a set of solutions where no other
solutions can outperform any in the optimal set without compromising another criterion.
Essentially, it enables decision makers to visualize trade-offs and make choices that best
balance competing objectives, ensuring that every solution on the Pareto front represents
an optimal balance of these objectives. Weiszer et al. [32] introduced a model focused on
two goals, which were minimizing passenger wait times at each bus stop and reducing
the number of buses required to cover all scheduled trips. In order to address TT and
BSP, Ibarra-Rojas et al. [33] employed two mathematical formulations, yielding optimal
headways and schedules. After that, they combined the two problems into a single bi-
objective integrated problem. Teng et al. [18] developed a multi-objective particle swarm
optimization (PSO) approach to address single-line bus timetabling and the bus scheduling
problem for EBs. The authors focused on reducing both the total number of electric buses
needed and the costs associated with charging them.

The bi-level programming technique is another approach that tackles problems on two
levels: leader and follower. In this method, leaders optimize their objectives independently
of the followers. After that, followers address the problem by optimizing their own
objectives, utilizing the outcomes from the leader’s initial optimization stage [34]. Liu and
Ceder [35] developed a bi-level integer programming model to determine the departure
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time of buses aimed at minimizing passenger waiting times and ensuring seat availability,
while also reducing the number of buses needed. However, unlike our research, their study
did not consider EBs, deadhead trips, and the fuel costs of buses. Liu and Shen [36] applied
this method to address bus TT and BSP. At the first level, they focused on minimizing the
number of buses required for each trip. Subsequently, at the second level, they aimed to
reduce passengers’ transfer times at bus intersections and transfer hubs, taking into account
the solutions derived from the first level.

The reordering method is the last approach discussed, and it considers public bus
transit planning as a unified, integrated problem [35]. This method is named “reordering”
because it rearranges the traditional sequence of bus operational planning steps. Xu
et al. [37] developed a framework based on a time-space network to combine electric bus
TT and EBSP. This framework takes into account various factors such as minimum and
maximum headway times, deadhead trips, and the battery capacities of the vehicles. The
authors aimed to maximize operational profit by increasing the number of service trips
and reducing operational costs. This reduction in costs is achieved by minimizing the
number of EBs used and the travel time of deadhead trips. Quttineh et al. [38] introduced a
new mathematical model that combines the TT and BSP. However, they did not consider
any passenger’s point of view, including factors like waiting time, transfer time, and seat
availability, in developing the timetable.

The current research focuses on integrating the timetabling and scheduling of electric
shuttle buses, aiming to address multiple objectives. We aim to reduce the number of EBs
required for each shift with varying travel times, decrease deadhead trips and electricity
costs, and simultaneously lower student waiting times while improving seat availability.
This study seeks to find a balance between minimizing operational costs for Concordia
University Facility Management and enhancing service quality for shuttle bus users. Unlike
many existing studies, we employ and solve an MILP model to identify the most cost-
effective schedule. To our knowledge, this dual focus on cost efficiency and service quality
in the context of electric buses has not been previously explored.

2.4. Shuttle Bus Operations Planning

Shuttle bus service operation planning and public bus transportation planning serve
different purposes and address the needs of distinct user groups, resulting in different
operational characteristics. Shuttle buses are often designed for specific tasks, such as
transporting employees from transit hubs to workplaces, moving passengers between
airport terminals, or moving students between campuses. These services are flexible,
typically operate on a smaller scale with limited routes, and adjust routes and schedules
based on specific needs or events. They are usually privately funded or managed by specific
institutions, focusing on efficiency and convenience for targeted users.

Shuttle bus services are typically used for short-distance commuting at university
campuses [39], tourist sites [40], and airports [41]. A simulation-based optimization mod-
elling approach was developed by Liu et al. [42] to help airport shuttle operators efficiently
deploy EBs. The authors used an event-driven simulation model to optimize battery
capacity, charging power, and the number of chargers to minimize the capital cost and
emissions. Similarly, academic institutions across various countries, including the United
States, Canada, Japan, Turkey, and Singapore, are increasingly adopting electric buses for
their campus shuttle services. This shift underscores a broader commitment to sustainabil-
ity and modernization within university transportation systems. By integrating electric
buses, these institutions are not only improving the efficiency of their transport services
but also playing a significant role in reducing carbon emissions on their campuses. Thus, it
is necessary to study the operational planning of shuttle bus services that are transitioning
to fully electric transit systems.

To ensure cost-effective and practical operations of campus shuttle bus services, a com-
prehensive framework was developed by Saner et al. [4], with the objective of distributing
trips among EBs optimally to balance daily energy usage. This framework also tackles the
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charging scheduling problem to minimize electricity costs, taking into account both de-
mand and time-of-use rates, significantly reducing charging costs and battery degradation.
The authors applied their model on the shuttle bus service of the National University of
Singapore. Building on these efficiencies, another integrated optimization method was de-
vised to improve bus timetable and BSP based on real-time passenger demand [43]. Further
enriching the operational planning of campus transportation systems, a multi-objective
integer programming model was created by Hulagu et al. [44] to incorporate power usage
and variable electricity rates within university zones. The objectives were minimizing
operational, recharging, and total charging station installation costs and determining the
most economical routes for buses to adequately meet the transport demands of the entire
campus without exceeding the EB’s range before requiring a recharge. Finally, the imple-
mentation of autonomous vehicles for shuttle bus services has been studied by [45]. The
authors investigated the social aspects of implementing autonomous vehicles and the legal
framework of autonomous driving for shuttle services. Also, the comparison between EBs
and modular autonomous vehicles to reduce the energy consumption per passenger has
been studied in [46].

2.5. Challenges of Bus Electrification: Vehicle Scheduling and Timetable Adjustments

Electric buses represent a major step forward in sustainable urban transportation.
However, their adoption and integration into existing operations pose unique challenges
that are not faced with traditional diesel buses. These challenges stem primarily from
the distinct characteristics of electric vehicles, such as limited battery capacity, longer
charging times, and fewer charging stations, which differ significantly from conventional
fuel vehicles [23]. Consequently, transitioning from diesel to electric buses impacts both
operational and economic aspects, requiring a comprehensive reevaluation of timetables
and schedules for electric buses [13].

EBs are limited by the distance they can travel on a single charge, known as their
range. This range is particularly limited under specific operational conditions, including
passenger loads, driving profiles, the number of stops, climate conditions, road gradients,
and the use of air conditioning or heating systems. For more detailed information on how
these factors affect the energy consumption and travel range of EBs, readers are directed
to [47–50]. The successful deployment of EBs is also heavily dependent on the availability
of adequate charging infrastructure. Essential to this infrastructure are sufficient charging
stations and their strategic locations. Also, the type of charging plays a critical role in the
operational efficiency of EBs [23].

One of the main challenges with adopting EBs is the high initial investment required. The
costs of purchasing EBs and setting up the necessary charging infrastructure are significantly
higher than those for traditional diesel buses [51]. While the operating costs of EBs are lower
than conventional buses, the initial investment represents a substantial barrier for many
transit agencies considering the switch to EBs. Also, it is crucial to plan for the recycling and
procurement of batteries and charging infrastructure, which tend to have shorter lifecycles, to
ensure a cost-effective and efficient bus transit system. In response to these challenges, Gao
et al. [52] developed a tool that optimizes the battery sizing and configuration of EBs, aiming
to enhance their service reliability. Another challenge lies in the need to standardize EBs
and the charging technologies to promote wider adoption and compatibility [53]. Moreover,
electric buses require specialized maintenance practices that differ from those needed for
diesel buses. Consequently, transit agencies must invest in training their technical staff
to handle electric-specific issues and perform routine maintenance, which is essential for
ensuring the long-term operational stability and efficiency of the fleet.

Pantograph chargers provide opportunity charging along bus routes, reducing the
need for large batteries and consequently lowering energy consumption. This technology
seamlessly integrates into existing bus networks by installing fast chargers at specific stops.
This arrangement maintains continuous bus service, reduces maintenance costs, enhances
bus availability, and allows for around-the-clock operations [54]. This charging technology
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is highly flexible and can charge electric buses during the day at rates from 150 kW to
600 kW. Importantly, pantographs are designed to be compatible with buses from various
manufacturers. They adhere to international standards and have undergone extensive
interoperability testing to ensure this compatibility. Although pantograph systems are
more costly upfront, they have the potential to lower the total cost of ownership (TCO) and
operational costs for EBs over time [55].

The introduction of electric buses introduces specific challenges for BSP and TT, mainly
because of their limited range and lengthy charging times [38]. EBs must make trips to
charging stations as part of their daily routines to ensure they can operate throughout the
day. By strategically scheduling charging during off-peak hours and aligning with time-of-
use (TOU) electricity rates, it is possible to reduce charging costs through dynamic electricity
pricing and lessen the load on the electrical grid [56]. Timetables may require modifications
to allow longer stops at charging stations, especially if on-route pantograph charging has
been implemented. Consequently, adjustments in timetabling and scheduling are necessary
to cater to the specific requirements of EBs, ensuring they serve the objectives of both the
service providers and the needs of the passengers. Such adjustments could lead to more
waiting time for passengers, impacting the overall appeal of EBs. Incorporating charging
times into bus timetables without substantially extending service hours requires careful
planning and often encounters challenges from peak traffic periods and high passenger
demand [23].

Numerous mathematical optimization models have been formulated for the BSP
and TT of traditional buses. Nonetheless, these models fall short when applied to EBs.
Therefore, there is a need to create new mathematical models that account for the distinctive
characteristics of EBs. This requirement highlights the importance of further research into
the various phases of bus operation planning, especially TT and BSP. As indicated in
Table 1 and according to [13], fast-charging, wireless charging, and battery swapping are
the charging strategies that influence both TT and electric BSP (EBSP). That is why studying
the integration of TT and EBSP for bus transit systems that use such charging technologies
is necessary. Depot charging only influences the BSP phase and continuous charging has
no significant impact on TT and BSP.

Table 1. Indicating the effects of different charging technologies on BSP and TT.

Depot Charging Fast-Charging Wireless Charging Continuous Charging Battery Swapping

TT - ✓ ✓ - ✓
BSP ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓

In the timetabling step, the duration of charging for electric buses, which depends
on the charging technology used, plays a critical role. To improve the alignment of bus
arrival times at intersections, EBs may use the downtime during service connections to
recharge. This requires explicitly integrating charging durations into the timetabling
process. Fast-charging technologies significantly influence the way timetables are designed.
For instance, opportunity charging lasts approximately 30 s and can occur at designated
stops without passengers alighting. On the other hand, pantograph charging, conducted
when buses are not carrying passengers, demands strategic location planning to prevent
interference with other traffic flows. Given that buses often have extended wait times
at transfer points compared to regular stops, leveraging these intervals for charging is a
feasible strategy. Thus, timetables should detail not just the bus schedules but also the
timing and locations for charging, including identifying optimal locations for charging
infrastructure. If the charging process is brief, less than 15 min, it directly impacts the
timetable configuration [13]. Conversely, longer charging times, ranging from 2 to 6 h, as
seen with depot charging, do not affect the timetable. Similarly, during the BSP phase, the
specifications of the bus fleet, including capacity, range, and energy consumption, are vital
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for developing an optimal schedule, underscoring the importance of these considerations
in planning an efficient bus operation schedule.

Typically, vehicle timetabling and scheduling for public transit systems are handled as
two separate processes, where the timetable is created first and then used to inform the
scheduling. A major limitation of this sequential approach is that it often overlooks the
interactions between the timetable and the schedule. This oversight can lead to suboptimal
outcomes. For instance, a well-constructed timetable might require using many buses,
which increases operational costs. Conversely, a well-designed schedule might compromise
the timetable’s effectiveness by restricting vehicle availability. Thus, the solution is a
complete integration of timetabling and bus scheduling. The complete integration approach
treats the problem as a fully integrated problem, simultaneously addressing both TT and
BSP of public transit planning. For example, minor adjustments to the bus timetable could
lead to a more efficient vehicle schedule. This integration is more essential for EBs, where
the traditional sequential approach—designing the timetable first and then scheduling—can
significantly increase costs due to the EBs’ limited range and longer charging times. For
instance, an overly strict timetable may make the optimal schedule infeasible for EBs due
to their charging requirements. Therefore, a fully integrated approach to timetabling and
scheduling is necessary for transit systems using electric buses.

3. Methodology

In this section, we explain the problem description and the methodology used to
solve the problem. We propose an algorithm to determine the optimal headways for
different passenger volumes and find the most efficient schedule for the EBs. The proposed
methodology aims to reduce passengers’ waiting times and increase their comfort by
ensuring seat availability, and optimizing the schedule of shuttle buses to minimize the
total operational costs. First, we will discuss timetable development. Then, we will present
a mathematical optimization model for the shuttle bus scheduling problem. Finally, we
will describe the proposed workflow.

3.1. Problem Description

This study aims to improve the timetable and schedule of fully electric shuttle bus
services at Concordia University that use pantograph chargers to charge EBs. By optimizing
bus headways, we aim to minimize waiting times and ensure seat availability for student
comfort. Simultaneously, we seek to optimize the EBs’ schedule to lower operational costs
while ensuring all scheduled trips are covered. This includes minimizing the number of
required EBs, deadhead trips (empty trips to relocalize buses), and electricity costs for
charging EBs.

The problem is centered around a real-world case study of Concordia University
in Montreal, Canada, focusing on its shuttle bus service. The service includes two bus
stops, S = {S1, S2}, which serve as the starting and ending points of the shuttle route.
Additionally, there is a depot, denoted as O, from which the electric buses begin their daily
operations. The EBs are short-range electric buses that must be charged frequently during
their operation with pantograph chargers located at the Loyola campus, represented by F.
Since charging with pantograph chargers takes 5 to 10 min to fully charge an EB and they
could only charge one EB at a time, we should also consider the charging scheduling and
its impact on the shuttle bus frequency settings and scheduling.

The operation time of the shuttle bus service is denoted by T and it is divided into
J intervals or time spans. The total number of daily trips made by the shuttle bus is
represented by I, and the number of trips within each specific time span is denoted by Ij,
where j ∈ J. This number depends on the headway value h. For instance, if h = 20 min
and the total time |Tj| = 100 min, then there will be five trips for time span j ∈ J. Headway
between shuttle buses varies between a minimum of hmin and a maximum of hmax, and it is
assumed to be constant throughout a time span. The travelling distance and travelling time
between the bus stops are known during the planning and denoted by dij and τij, where
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i, j ∈ S, respectively. Similarly, the travel distance and travel time from the depot to the
bus stops and vice versa are fixed and given. The ridership datasets of the shuttle bus are
available, and we assume the number of passengers will not be affected by the headway of
shuttle buses.

3.2. Waiting Time and Passenger Comfort

Designing an effective and practical timetable is complex due to balancing multiple
objectives. According to [12], the primary goals of frequency setting and TT are minimiz-
ing passenger waiting times and in-vehicle seat availability. The interaction between bus
headways, passenger waiting time, and seat availability is essential in optimizing public
transport systems. Shorter headways typically reduce waiting times and improve seat
availability, leading to higher passenger satisfaction but potentially increasing operational
costs. On the other hand, longer headways can result in longer waiting times and crowded
buses, decreasing seat availability. Effective transit management requires carefully bal-
ancing these factors by adjusting headways based on passenger demand to enhance both
service quality and operational efficiency.

According to McLeod et al. [57] research, the average waiting time of bus users during
a specific time span j ∈ J, denoted by AWTj, is calculated as follows:

AWTj =
1
2

(
σ2

j + µ2
j

µj

)
(1)

where µj and σ2
j are the mean and variance of the bus headways for time span j ∈ J,

respectively. The average passenger waiting time consists of two components. The first

component, 1
2 µj, is influenced by the bus service frequency. The second component, 1

2

(
σ2

j
µj

)
,

is impacted by the variability in headways. Typically, the component associated with bus
service irregularity holds greater significance in performance measurement since the other
component remains constant for a specified bus frequency. That is why we focus on the
average interval, or headway, between shuttle buses. In this study, the headway value is
consistent across all time spans, resulting in a variance of zero. Therefore, given a headway
value h, the average waiting time is given by

AWTjh =
h
2

(2)

The pattern of passengers’ arrival is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution based
on the ridership dataset from the existing timetable of the shuttle bus service. The Pois-
son distribution serves as a robust statistical model for analyzing passenger arrivals at
bus stops, given its ability to accurately represent events that occur independently and
maintain a consistent average rate. This model assumes that each passenger’s arrival is
an independent event unaffected by the arrivals of others, which aligns well with the
random and uncoordinated nature of passengers arriving at bus stops. Characterized by a
constant mean rate of passengers arriving, denoted by λ, the Poisson distribution captures
the average rate of passenger arrivals per unit of time. The value of λ is determined using
the available ridership data. The total waiting time of passengers for trip i ∈ Ij where
j ∈ J at a bus stop is determined by both the departure time of trip i at time span j and the
number of passengers waiting at a bus stop, denoted as ρij. The total waiting time for trip
i ∈ Ij is expressed through the equation:

wij = ρij × AWTj (3)
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The total waiting time for time span j ∈ J, denoted as γj, is calculated as follows:

γj = ∑
i∈Ij

wij (4)

Passenger comfort is hard to quantify, and according to [12], in-vehicle bus comfort
through seat availability is one of the most important attributes of passenger comfort. To
assess passenger satisfaction, we start by calculating the load factor, denoted as L. Load
factor is equal to lij/ϕ, which lij is the number of passengers riding on trip i ∈ Ij, where
j ∈ J and ϕ is the number of seats in the shuttle bus. Let Q be the bus capacity and
Lmax = Q/ϕ be the maximum load factor. If L ≤ 1, all passengers have seats; otherwise, if
L > 1, ϕ passengers have seats while (L− 1)ϕ passengers experience crowding and must
stand. Based on the load factor values, we calculate the passengers’ comfort through seat
availability by quantifying this criterion. As a result, passengers’ comfort, ηij, for trip i ∈ Ij
can be quantified and calculated by

ηij =

{
1 lij ≤ ϕ
Lmaxϕ−lij
Lmaxϕ−ϕ ϕ < lij

(5)

and the total comfort of passengers for time span j ∈ J is as follows:

δj = ∑
i∈Ij

ηij (6)

3.3. Shuttle Bus Scheduling

This section explains the electric shuttle bus scheduling problem in more detail. We
present an arc-based mathematical formulation to model the scheduling of electric shuttle
buses with the objective of minimizing the total operational costs of EBs. The operational
costs include the usage cost of each EB, or, in this case, the annual leasing fees for each bus
that Concordia University must pay for each shuttle bus shift, the travelling costs of EBs,
the deadhead trips, and the cost of charging EBs with the pantograph chargers. We assume
buses can be leased on a per-shift basis, so the number of leased buses can vary between
time spans.

In this paper, the term trip is used to describe each scheduled travel within the shuttle
bus service timetable. Assume the shuttle bus operates daily starting at 07:20 a.m., running
at 50-min intervals until noon. This yields a timetable with six trips for the morning time
span, specifically at 07:20 a.m., 08:10 a.m., 09:00 a.m., 09:50 a.m., 10:40 a.m., and 11:30 a.m.
To address the shuttle bus scheduling problem, we consider a set of trips, represented as I,
which are defined by their start times si and end times ei. This set of trips is derived from
the timetabling process outlined in section 3.4. Each electric shuttle bus is allocated to only
one trip at any given time. Also, an electric bus can begin a new trip if it completes its
previous one with sufficient time and energy remaining to start the next trip.

Deadhead trips, which involve EBs travelling empty in order to relocate for subsequent
trips and charging, is an essential component of the operational logistics of EB scheduling.
These trips typically occur between the depot and the starting points of the bus line or
between the charging station and the starting points of the bus line. Let dij represent the
distance of a deadhead trip from i to j, where i and j can be a depot, a charging station, or
the start/end location of a trip. The trip distance i ∈ I, is denoted by d̃i and ∆i represents
the duration of trip i ∈ I. The maximum distance an EB can travel on a fully charged
battery is indicated by D and the annual leasing or usage cost of each EB is represented by
Cv. The cost per unit distance travelled by an electric shuttle bus is denoted by cd. Lastly,
the cost of using a fast-charging station at time t is given by Ct.

Electric shuttle buses begin their routes fully charged from a depot. As long as they
have enough energy to return to the same depot or a pantograph charger, they may run
the whole schedule. At the pantograph charging station, only one EB can be charged at
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a time, and a fixed charging period, denoted by U, is assumed for each charging event.
We conceptualize the charging station’s capacity using time-expanded station nodes. This
involves dividing the possible times for charging EBs into distinct, one-minute intervals.
The set of time periods, denoted by P, is defined as {1, 2, . . . , |P|}, representing the planning
horizon for charging EBs at the charging station. Furthermore, P′ represents the sequence
of time periods {1, 2, . . . , |P| −U}, ranging from the first period to the last, adjusted by
subtracting the fixed charging duration of electric buses.

Assuming a fixed charging duration for EBs and charging them to full capacity sim-
plifies their operational planning. Fully charging the batteries, rather than maintaining
them at mid-level charges, helps preserve their health and longevity. Battery management
systems are designed to optimize full charging cycles, and avoiding partial charges can
extend battery life. Additionally, fully charging the batteries results in predictable energy
usage patterns, which are essential for effective energy management and planning. This
allows the university to more accurately predict electricity costs and manage demand on
the electrical grid.

Our arc-based formulation is based on the following network G = (N, A) where N
includes the daily trips of the shuttle bus, the depot, O, and the time-expanded nodes of
the pantograph charger, and A represents the feasible connecting arcs. The arcs in A are
categorized into five types: depot-to-trip arcs from O to i ∈ I; trip-to-trip arcs from i ∈ I to
j ∈ I if si + ∆i + τij ≤ ej (i.e., if the corresponding connection is feasible); trip-to-charger arcs
from i ∈ I to the time-expanded node t ∈ P at the pantograph charger located at the Loyola
campus, represented by F if si + ∆i + τit ≤ |P| −U; charger-to-trip arcs from t ∈ P to j ∈ I if
t + τtj ≤ sj; and trip-to-depot arcs from j ∈ I to O. Additionally, A′ represents all potential
arcs between trips and the charging station. The cost of an arc (i, j) is defined as follows:
depot-to-trip arcs have cost cij = cddij + Cv; trip-to-charger arcs have cost cit = cddit + Ct
where t ∈ P; and trip-to-trip arcs have cost cij = cddij. As an example, an arc-based network
for three time spans is illustrated in Figure 1. The proposed mathematical model optimizes
one time span individually, using the list of trips derived from the headway value. In this
model, we focus only on feasible trips between nodes, removing any infeasible connections
between trips, the charging station, and the depot. This is carried out by considering the
travel times between nodes and the duration of the trips.

Figure 1. Arc-based network for three time spans.

We now introduce a mathematical optimization model for scheduling electric shuttle
buses. The following defines the model’s decision variables: Let xij be a binary decision
variable, where xij = 1 indicates that a shuttle bus takes arc (i, j), and xij = 0 otherwise.
Additionally, let ri be a continuous decision variable, indicating the cumulative distance
travelled from the depot to the endpoint of trip i ∈ I since the last charging event. Let vij
be a variable equal to xijri. The purpose of vij is to make the model linear.

The bus scheduling problem is modelled as follows:

Z = min

 ∑
(i,j)∈A

cijxij

 (7)
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s.t.
∑

i
(i,j)∈A

xij = 1 ∀j ∈ I (8)

∑
j

(i,j)∈A

xij − ∑
j

(j,i)∈A

xji = 0 ∀i ∈ N (9)

rj = ∑
i

(i,j)∈A

(vij + (d̃j + dij)xij) ∀i ∈ S (10)

rt ≤ (1− xit)D ∀(i, t) ∈ A′ (11)

rj ≤ D ∀j ∈ S ∪ P (12)

vij ≤ Dxij ∀(i, j) ∈ A (13)

vij ≤ ri ∀i ∈ I (14)

vij ≥ ri − (1− xij)D ∀(i, j) ∈ A (15)

∑
i

(i,t∈P)∈A′

xit + ∑
i

(i,t∈P)∈A′

U

∑
s=1

xi,t+s ≤ 1 ∀t ∈ P′ (16)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A (17)

rj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ I ∪ P (18)

vij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A (19)

The objective function (7) calculates the total operational costs of shuttle bus schedul-
ing. The costs include the usage cost of each electric bus, the charging costs, and the
travel costs between trips and the charging station. Constraints (8) and (9) ensure trip
coverage and flow conservation, respectively. Constraint (10) measures the accumulative
distance travelled since the most recent charging event. Constraint (11) specifies that the
total distance travelled by an electric bus is reset to zero whenever it recharges at a station.
Constraint (12) requires that the total distance travelled by each electric bus must not
surpass its maximum range. Constraints (13) ensure that the value of vij does not exceed
the maximum travel range of EBs whenever the corresponding decision variable xij = 1.
If xij = 0 then vij is forced to zero. Similarly, constraints (14) guarantee that the auxiliary
variables cannot exceed the total travelled distance of each EB. Constraints (15) indicate the
exact value of vij. If xij = 1, then vij is at least ri. If xij = 0, then vij should be equal to zero.
Finally, constraint (16) requires adherence to the station capacity constraint.

3.4. Solution Approach

To determine the optimal timetable and headway for the shuttle bus service, we
developed and implemented an algorithm using a time-span-based decomposition. This al-
gorithm assesses different headway values to develop an effective timetable that minimizes
waiting times and improves passenger comfort. Simultaneously, it optimizes the shuttle
bus schedule to reduce operational costs. The inputs for this algorithm include the shuttle
bus service data, EBs’ specifications, designated time spans, student ridership data, and
the weighted importance of each optimization objective. The optimization process begins
with the initial time span j = 1. For this time span, we start with the smallest possible
headway, hmin, and calculate both the average waiting time of passengers and in-vehicle
bus comfort for passengers, based on Equations (4) and (6), respectively, represented in
Section 3.2. Based on the selected headway, we then determine the list of departure times
for that time span, which is then incorporated into the mathematical optimization model
presented in Section 3.3 to generate a bus schedule. The proposed algorithm calculates the
costs associated with each headway, considering the weights assigned to the waiting time,
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ωγ, comfort ωδ, and cost ωZ. We collect the outcomes as the normalized weighted sum of
the objectives, represented by the variable ψj for each time span j ∈ J. The formula used to
calculate ψj is as follows:

ψjh =

(
(γjh −minh(γjh))

maxh(γjh)−minh(γjh)

)
ωγ −

(
(δjh −minh(δjh))

maxh(δjh)−minh(δjh)

)
ωδ

+

(
(Zjh −minh(Zjh))

maxh(Zjh)−minh(Zjh)

)
ωZ (20)

where γjh, δjh, and Zjh are, respectively, the waiting time, seat availability metric, and total

operational cost for time span j under headway h, and ψh = ∑J
j=1 ψjh is the total normalized

weighted sum of the objectives across all the time spans.
This process is then repeated for each possible value of h, ranging from hmin = 15 min

to hmax = 40 min with ∆h = 1. The optimal headway is the value that minimizes ψjh.
We denote this optimal value as h∗j = arg minh(ψjh) and the corresponding minimized
value as ψ∗j = minh(ψjh). Once h∗j is determined, the corresponding schedule is fixed and
the algorithm then optimizes time span j + 1. Note that the bus scheduling optimization
model takes into account the bus state (location, remaining charge, etc.) from the previous
window; thus, the overall schedule remains consistent. Once the last time span is optimized,
a full bus schedule is obtained by merging each time span’s optimal schedule. Finally, the
total weighted objective value is given by ψ = ∑J

j=1 ψ∗j . The detailed steps of our method
are outlined in the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code of Integrating TT with EBSP.

1: function TT-EBSP
2: Input:
3: Ridership dataset
4: Shuttle bus network data
5: Electric bus specifications
6: Other required parameters and thresholds
7: Output:
8: Best balance between bus timetabling and scheduling
9: j← 1

10: h← hmin
11: while j ≤ |J| do
12: while h ≤ hmax do
13: Obtain the number of passengers for h based on Poisson distribution and the

ridership dataset
14: Calculate total average waiting time for h, γjh
15: Obtain passenger comfort for h, δjh
16: Collect the list of trips for each headway
17: Optimize the scheduling of shuttle buses for h
18: Collect Zjh
19: Compute ψjh
20: h← h + 1
21: end while
22: Determine h∗j and ψ∗j
23: Update the SOC of electric buses for the next time slot
24: Update the starting and ending points of the first and last trips
25: j← j + 1
26: end while
27: return {h∗j , ∀j ∈ J}, ψ, and optimal schedule
28: end function
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The reason to decompose the problem is mainly to find a coherent way to calculate
headways. We start by optimizing the first time span, after which we update the necessary
inputs for the subsequent time span and proceed to solve the scheduling problem for the
next iteration. Key parameters that require updating include the state of charge of the
electric buses, which our model represents as the total travel distance of each bus. Updating
these parameters is essential for the optimization model to resume effectively from where
the last time span concluded, ensuring continuity and efficiency in our approach.

4. Case Study and Results
4.1. Case Study

Concordia University, located in Montreal, Canada, is home to two campuses: Sir
George William (SGW) and Loyola. SGW Campus houses 40 buildings and Loyola Cam-
pus comprises 27 buildings. During the 2022–2023 academic year, the university hosted
35,404 undergraduates and 10,084 graduates, totalling 45,488 students [58]. Many students
rely on public transportation, the university’s shuttle bus, or personal vehicles for their
daily commute. The shuttle bus service, free for Concordia’s students and staff, facilitates
travel between the SGW and Loyola campuses from Monday to Friday according to a set
schedule. The route of the shuttle buses, the real-time location of buses, and trip details
provided by Concordia University’s Facility Management are illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Concordia shuttle bus route and the real-time location of buses.

Concordia University is promoting sustainable transportation through its Climate
Action Plan, which targets reducing the university’s carbon footprint and achieving climate
neutrality within 20 years. This includes a commitment to fully electrify its campus trans-
portation system by 2040, a move expected to cut 25% of its total emissions from 2014–2015
levels. The focus is on converting the shuttle bus fleets to electric, significantly lowering
CO2 and greenhouse gas emissions. This study specifically addresses the Concordia Uni-
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versity shuttle bus system, covering the operational and economic aspects of the service
between SGW and Loyola campuses. It presents a strategic plan to transition to electric
buses and optimize their schedule for efficiency and student convenience. The goal is to
enhance service timetables, reduce student wait times, increase comfort, and minimize
operational costs.

Facility Management at Concordia University is focused on developing operational
strategies to ensure a smooth and efficient transition to electric buses for their shuttle
service. This research aims to provide a method to establish the most effective timetables
and schedules for the shuttle, determine the best type of EBs, identify the optimal number
of EBs to lease, and outline the best headways to seamlessly integrate electric buses into
the existing service.

In an effort to evaluate the effectiveness and satisfaction levels associated with the
Concordia shuttle bus service, a student-run social campaign conducted a detailed survey,
gathering insights into student satisfaction, seat availability, and waiting times [59]. The
survey data underscore the urgent need for operational improvements in the Concordia
shuttle bus service. Addressing the issues of seat availability and wait times could greatly
enhance user satisfaction. The findings reveal that only a small portion of students ex-
pressed full satisfaction with the shuttle service, suggesting considerable potential for
improvement. According to Figure 3, a majority reported dissatisfaction and a notable
fraction remained indifferent.

8.7%62.3%

29.0%

Satisfied
Not satisfied
Indifferent

Figure 3. Students’ satisfaction with Concordia Shuttle bus service.

As shown in Figure 4, concerning seat availability, a substantial number of respon-
dents indicated that they never find seats, highlighting a major issue with capacity that
likely affects overall satisfaction and comfort. The distribution of responses presented in
Figure 5, regarding waiting times shows that while most students wait for a moderate
duration, a considerable percentage experience longer waits, and only a few enjoy minimal
waiting times.

20.6%

8.8%

70.6%

Always have a seat available

Sometimes have a seat available
Never have a seat available

Figure 4. Students’ response regarding seat availability.
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16.2%47.1%

27.9%

8.8%

1–5 minutes
10–15 minutes
20–35 minutes
40–60 minutes

Figure 5. Students’ waiting time for the shuttle bus.

Concordia University has provided access to its 2022 shuttle bus ridership data. This
dataset records the number of students who used the shuttle service throughout the year,
detailing usage at different times of the day according to the current timetable. Given that
the class schedule remains relatively consistent from year to year, the average ridership
can be effectively used for planning in subsequent years. After receiving these data, we
implemented our proposed solution approach to determine the optimal headways, aiming
to reduce waiting times and enhance passenger comfort. Simultaneously, we optimized the
schedule for electric buses to minimize total operational costs. This methodology enabled
us to create and implement a more efficient and cost-effective timetable and schedule for
the shuttle bus service.

4.2. Model Results Analysis

In this section, we detail the outcomes of optimizing the Concordia shuttle bus service
and compare these results with the existing timetable. Additionally, we perform a sensitivity
analysis to determine which type of EBs, with various characteristics, would be most
suitable for the Concordia shuttle bus service.

The starting and ending points of the trips are the two main campuses of Concordia
which are SGW and Loyola campus. Both the conventional shuttle buses and the new
electric buses have the same seating capacity, which is 40 seats. The depot’s coordinates are
provided, and the pantograph charging station is located at the Loyola campus near the bus
stop. The annual usage cost for an EB is CAD 53,266 [60], which translates to approximately
CAD 17,775 per shift. Based on [60], the capital cost of pantograph chargers is CAD
230,000. We assumed that the estimated lifespan of the buses is 15 years. Additionally, the
annual usage cost of conventional shuttle buses, specifically the Nova Bus model currently
used for the Concordia shuttle bus, is CAD 23,333, or approximately CAD 7777 per shift.
According to [61], the operational cost per kilometer is CAD 0.662 for an EB and CAD
0.67 for conventional buses. Additionally, the maximum travel range for EBs is assumed
to be 78 km. It is crucial to understand that the considered operational costs are based
on the number of working days in a year, which are then annualized to facilitate direct
comparison with the yearly costs associated with using new EBs. The weights assigned
to waiting time, seat availability, and costs are 0.25, 0.25, and 0.5, respectively. Concordia
University’s Facility Management has the flexibility to adjust these weights based on their
preferences and can rerun the model as needed.

According to data provided by Concordia University’s Facility Management, the shut-
tle bus service annually consumes approximately 90,026.21 litres of fuel. The greenhouse
gas emissions from this volume of fuel, estimated using emission factors of 2.681 kg/L for
CO2, 5.1× 10−5 kg/L for CH4, and 2.2× 10−4 kg/L for N2O, result in annual emissions of
241.36 tonnes of CO2, 0.0046 tonnes of CH4, and 0.0198 tonnes of N2O. To account for their
higher global warming potentials, methane and nitrous oxide emissions are converted to
CO2 equivalent emissions using conversion factors of 86 kg CO2 for methane and 298 kg
CO2 for nitrous oxide, resulting in additional emissions of 0.40 tonnes CO2 from CH4 and
5.90 tonnes CO2 from N2O [62]. The total emissions are then summed to yield 247.66 tonnes
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CO2 per year from the combustion of diesel fuel for the shuttle bus service. Also, the unit
cost of diesel in Montreal is assumed to be 1.865 CAD/litre.

The comparison between the current Concordia shuttle bus service timetable and the
proposed timetable from our study is detailed in Table 2. Note that the reported results
are on an annual basis. The results of the current timetable are based on the assumption
that the existing timetable and schedule of buses are being performed by current diesel
buses. According to this table, our analysis shows that the proposed timetable offers
improvements in both waiting times and seat availability across the given time spans when
compared to the existing schedule. The computational time for the proposed algorithm
across the three intervals totals 4690 s, which is approximately 78 min.

Table 2. Comparative analysis of current TT using conventional buses vs. proposed TT.

Current Timetable Proposed Timetable

Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening

Number of buses 4 4 4 4 4 4
Bus usage cost (CAD) 31,108 31,108 31,108 71,100 71,100 71,100
Electricity/fuel cost (CAD) 64,120 77,861 41,220 4409 10,471 4409
Travel cost (CAD) 38,516 46,770 24,760 18,396 38,106 15,768
Total cost (CAD) 133,744 155,739 97,088 93,905 119,677 91,277
Waiting time (min) 6292 9255 810 7125 5292 361
Seat availability 10.9 14.3 8.0 6.3 29.0 12.0

According to Table 2, both timetables maintain the same number of buses throughout
the day. While the bus usage cost shows a substantial increase under the proposed timetable
due to higher bus leasing costs, the fuel cost for current diesel buses is significantly higher
than the electricity cost for EBs. It is important to note that the fuel costs for diesel buses
include Quebec’s carbon tax, which is CAD 0.17 per litre of diesel [63]. Thus, the total
operational costs for the proposed timetable using EBs are lower at different times of
the day compared to the existing timetable with diesel buses. In terms of service quality,
as shown in Figure 6, the proposed timetable slightly increases the waiting time in the
morning but substantially reduces it in the afternoon and slightly in the evening, improving
overall passenger satisfaction. Seat availability is significantly enhanced in the afternoon,
suggesting better accommodation for peak-time ridership. Notably, the proposed timetable
achieves zero carbon dioxide emissions, marking a significant step towards environmental
sustainability. As a result, the proposed timetable and schedule not only aligns with
environmental goals but also attempts to balance cost with improved level of service.

Morning Afternoon Evening
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Figure 6. Comparing the current and proposed TT on waiting time and seat availability metrics.
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We can now compare the modified version of the current timetable to the proposed
timetable. In this modified schedule, we still follow the current timetable but have opti-
mized the shuttle bus scheduling to accommodate electric buses. The findings from this
comparison are outlined in Table 3. This analysis demonstrates the enhancements offered
by the proposed timetable, highlighting its effectiveness even when transitioning to EBs
while maintaining the existing timetable.

Table 3. Comparative analysis of current TT using EB vs. proposed TT.

Current TT with Modified Schedule Proposed Timetable

Morning Afternoon Evening Morning Afternoon Evening

Number of buses 5 3 3 4 4 4
Bus usage cost (CAD) 88,875 53,325 53,325 71,100 71,100 71,100
Electricity cost (CAD) 2204 7716 6062 4409 10,471 4409
Travel cost (CAD) 10,512 23,652 22,338 18,396 38,106 15,768
Total cost (CAD) 101,591 84,693 81,725 93,905 119,677 91,277
Waiting time (min) 6292 9255 810 7125 5292 361
Seat availability 10.9 14.3 8.0 6.3 29.0 12.0

The comparative analysis between the current and proposed timetables reveals several
important differences. As shown in Table 3, the proposed timetable consistently utilizes
four EBs across all three time spans—morning, afternoon, and evening—unlike the current
timetable, which varies the number of EBs. This consistency in the number of buses
simplifies fleet management and scheduling of drivers. While the total costs associated with
the existing timetable are lower, the proposed timetable offers significant improvements in
the total annual waiting time for students and seat availability. Notably, the waiting time
for the morning shift under the existing modified schedule is the only period that shows
better performance compared to the proposed timetable. However, for the afternoon and
evening shifts, the proposed timetable achieves a substantial reduction in passenger waiting
times, which outweighs the longer wait times experienced in the morning. This pattern of
improvement is mirrored in the seat availability metric, where the proposed TT enhances
the overall passenger experience significantly, suggesting better resource allocation during
peak hours. These differences highlight the need to account for the EBs’ characteristics
when generating the timetable. Indeed, using a standard timetabling approach, which does
not account for the need for buses to recharge, can lead to suboptimal schedules, both in
terms of costs and passenger satisfaction.

The headways from the current timetable of Concordia University’s shuttle bus service,
alongside the headways derived from our proposed solution, are shown in Table 4. To make
the timetable more practical, we have also included suggested headways, as three different
scenarios rounded to the nearest multiple of 5. While rounding the headways from our
optimization algorithm might slightly reduce efficiency and affect results, it simplifies the
university’s scheduling and timetabling process. Furthermore, rounded headways make it
easier for students to plan their trips with precise, consistent departure times.

Table 4. Comparing headways values for the current, optimum and suggested scenarios.

Time Span
Headway

Current Optimum Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Morning 15 min 19 min 20 min 20 min 15 min
Afternoon 30 min 18 min 20 min 15 min 15 min
Evening 30 min 19 min 20 min 20 min 15 min

The comparison of the considered objectives for the suggested and current headways,
shown in Table 4, is detailed in Table 5.
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Table 5. Comparing the objective functions of the current, optimum and suggested headways.

Timetable Cost (CAD) (Z) Waiting Time (γ) Seat Availability (δ) ψ

Current 386,571 16,357 min 33.24 0.68
Optimum 304,859 12,778 min 47.33 0.39
Scenario 1 297,188 13,340 min 40.96 0.50
Scenario 2 332,300 12,007 min 48.96 0.53
Scenario 3 381,669 10,027 min 60.83 0.46

The comparative analysis between the current and optimum timetables reveals sig-
nificant improvements in key operational metrics. According to Table 5, the optimum
timetable achieves a cost reduction of about 21% compared to the current setup. More no-
tably, it reduces the waiting time by approximately 22%, significantly enhancing passenger
convenience. Additionally, seat availability sees a substantial increase of approximately
42%, reflecting an improvement in service quality and capacity utilization. These enhance-
ments contribute to a lower ψ value of 0.39 for the optimum timetable, compared to 0.68
for the current one, indicating a more efficient and balanced operation that better meets
the objectives of cost efficiency, reduced waiting times, and improved passenger comfort.
These percentages underscore the effectiveness of the optimum timetable in optimizing
performance across multiple dimensions.

The comparison of the optimum and suggested timetables highlights the various
trade-offs involved in balancing cost, waiting time, and passenger comfort. The goal is
to find the headway scenario closest to the optimum timetable, which has the lowest ψ
value and offers the best balance among these factors. Scenario 1 results in higher costs and
longer waiting times, yielding a moderate ψ value. Scenario 2 improves seat availability
and reduces waiting time but at a higher cost, leading to the highest ψ value of 0.53. In
contrast, Scenario 3, despite having the highest total cost, provides the lowest waiting time
and best seat availability, achieving a ψ value of 0.46—making it the closest to the optimum.
This analysis shows that while the optimum timetable is the most efficient, Scenario 3 offers
a practical alternative that comes closest to optimizing performance without significant
compromises.

According to Table 5, the third scenario shows significant improvements in waiting
time and seat availability compared to the current timetable. Although the transition to
EBs involves high initial costs, the proposed timetable offers the most cost-efficient solution
for Concordia University’s shuttle bus service after switching to EBs.

We now provide a Pareto front to illustrate the trade-off between operational costs
and passenger satisfaction. The passenger satisfaction metric represents a normalized

weighted sum of students’ waiting times and seat availability as
(

(γjh−minh(γjh))

maxh(γjh)−minh(γjh)

)
ωγ

and
(

(δjh−minh(δjh))

maxh(δjh)−minh(δjh)

)
ωδ, respectively. This metric is crucial for evaluating the quality

of service provided to passengers, with higher values indicating greater satisfaction. The
Pareto front of the considered EB is depicted in Figure 7. On the x-axis, the cost represents
the total expenses associated with operating EBs across optimum headways determined
through our optimization algorithm. The Pareto front displays results from nine distinct
combinations of weights, ranging from ωγ + ωδ = 0.9 and ωZ = 0.1 to ωγ + ωδ = 0.1 and
ωZ = 0.9, increasing by increments of 0.1. In all cases, ωγ and ωδ are equal.

Figure 7 effectively demonstrates how different scheduling strategies impact both cost
and passenger satisfaction. Points closer to the bottom left of the graph indicate lower costs
and lower passenger satisfaction, while points towards the top right suggest higher costs
but improved passenger satisfaction. The point depicted in red is the solution that we have
compared with the existing timetable and schedule of the shuttle bus. This visualization
aids in identifying potential optimal points where the balance between minimizing opera-
tional costs and maximizing passenger satisfaction can be achieved, providing valuable
insights for the Facility Management of Concordia University for its shuttle bus service.
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Figure 7. Pareto front illustrating the trade-off between scheduling cost and passenger satisfaction.

In the Pareto front graph, a cluster of points near the bottom left corner represents
scenarios where operational costs are minimized but at the expense of relatively low
passenger satisfaction. However, a notable feature of this segment of the graph is that
a slight increase in cost can lead to a significant improvement in passenger satisfaction.
This suggests that small adjustments in budget allocation towards operating costs can
yield substantial benefits in terms of service quality. Additionally, as we move away from
these closely clustered points and ascend the curve, the data indicates that achieving even
higher levels of passenger satisfaction requires progressively larger increases in operational
costs. This portion of the graph illustrates the diminishing returns of investing in passenger
satisfaction; while improvements can certainly be achieved, they come at an increasingly
higher cost. This insight is crucial for Concordia University shuttle bus planners when
considering optimizations that balance cost against service quality outcomes.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis
4.3.1. EB Types Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the model’s performance and accuracy by examining the
results for different types of electric buses. The variations among EB types stems from
differences in their usage costs, number of seats, maximum travel ranges, and charging
times. It is assumed that all EBs have a lifespan of 15 years. Table 6 shows the features of
four real-world EB kinds. We run the model for each type of EB and report the findings. This
analysis helps the Facility Management of Concordia University select the most suitable EB
type for their shuttle bus service, taking into account factors such as cost-effectiveness and
student satisfaction.

Table 6. Characteristics of four well-known electric bus types [64–66].

Brand Model Annual Usage
Cost (CAD)

Maximum Travel
Range (km)

Charging
Time (min)

Number of
Seats

Proterra 40 ft. Catalyst 53,266 78 10 40
Proterra 40 ft. Catalyst+ 66,666 100 13 40

Nova Bus 40 ft 80,000 37 5 37
New Flyer 40 ft 86,666 72 6 40

The results of comparing different EB models for the Concordia University shuttle bus
service, considering total cost, waiting time, seat availability, and optimum headways, are
presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Comparison of results for various types of electric buses used in shuttle bus services.

Brand Total Cost
(CAD)

Total Waiting
Time

Seat
Availability ψ

Optimum
Headways

Proterra 40 ft 371,556 12,778 min 47.33 0.39 19, 18, 19
Proterra 40 ft Catalyst+ 378,352 12,833 min 47.00 0.39 19, 19, 16

Nova Bus 406,592 12,465 min 42.78 0.42 18, 18, 18
New Flyer 430,832 12,465 min 46.93 0.43 18, 18, 18

According to Table 7, Proterra buses exhibit superior overall performance relative
to Nova Bus and New Flyer EB types based on their ψ values, where lower ψ values
indicate better level of service and efficiency. The Proterra 40 ft and 40 ft Catalyst+ stand
out with the lowest ψ value of 0.39, indicating top performance. While the Proterra 40 ft
slightly outperforms the Catalyst+ in the three evaluated objectives, the differences are
not significant enough to affect the ψ value, resulting in the same overall performance
rating for both models. According to Figure 8, the Proterra 40 ft has the lowest total costs
compared to other EB types, but it offers a relatively higher total waiting time compared
to Nova Bus and New Flyer. In contrast, although Nova Bus and New Flyer models
provide satisfactory waiting times and suggest stable service throughout the day, their
significantly higher total costs and relatively lower seat availability make them less ideal
for shuttle services. This analysis provides Concordia University with a valuable tool
for determining the best EB type for their shuttle bus service. By applying the proposed
model and conducting comprehensive evaluations, they can gain crucial insights to support
informed decision-making when purchasing or expanding their bus fleet. This method
also allows other institutions and organizations that use shuttle buses to choose an EB type
that best meets their specific needs, leading to a more efficient, effective, and cost-efficient
transportation system.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the considered objectives for different EB types.

4.3.2. Pareto Fronts for EB Types

In this section, we assess the performance of various electric bus types detailed in
Table 6, considering different weights for the three objectives. We will do this by adjusting
the weights of the three main objectives. It is important to note that the results presented in
Section 4.3.1 were based on specific weights for the objectives. Changing these weights
could significantly affect the outcomes and influence which EB model is preferred. The
Pareto fronts of the considered EB types are demonstrated in Figure 9. The Pareto
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fronts illustrate the results from nine different combinations of weights, varying from
ωγ + ωδ = 0.9 and ωZ = 0.1 to ωγ + ωδ = 0.1 and ωZ = 0.9, in increments of 0.1. In all
scenarios, ωγ and ωδ are kept equal.
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Figure 9. Pareto fronts showing scheduling cost and passenger satisfaction trade-offs for EB types.

The Pareto front shown in Figure 9 illustrates the balance between scheduling costs and
passenger satisfaction across different types of EBs, each marked with unique identifiers
for easy comparison. Notably, the Catalyst+ and Proterra 40ft models generally provide
higher passenger satisfaction at lower costs in most scenarios, whereas the Nova Bus and
New Flyer models are less cost-effective. A critical observation is made at the fourth and
fifth data points for each EB type, which represent significant trade-offs. These points
demonstrate that increasing passenger satisfaction significantly raises costs. At the fourth
data point, the Nova Bus stands out by offering higher passenger satisfaction at lower
costs than other EB types. On the other hand, at the fifth data point, where costs increase
substantially, the Proterra model tends to perform better than others.

This analysis is critical for the Facility Management of Concordia University as it
assists in evaluating which bus models provide the best balance between cost efficiency and
passenger satisfaction. The visual representation helps the university quickly assess which
EB types meet specific operational goals or budget constraints, informing more strategic
decision making in fleet selection and management. The analysis also opens the door to
considering other electric vehicle options, such as trolley buses and trams. However, while
these alternatives might have lower initial purchase costs compared to battery electric
buses, they necessitate substantial infrastructure investment for overhead lines and tracks.
Furthermore, given that Montreal lacks existing infrastructure for trolley or tram buses,
and considering the regulatory and permitting challenges in the downtown area, these
options have been excluded from the potential choices for upgrading the university’s
shuttle bus service.

5. Conclusions and Future Studies

In conclusion, this study introduced a new algorithm that integrates timetabling and
scheduling for electric shuttle buses using pantograph chargers to minimize operational
costs and improve service levels. The research focuses on a real-world case study of a
University shuttle bus service in Montreal, Canada, which aims to switch to a fully electric
transit system. Our approach seeks to reduce students’ waiting times and enhance in-
vehicle comfort by increasing seat availability, while offering a cost-efficient solution for
the university’s shuttle bus service after switching to electric buses. We developed an
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integrated algorithm that calculates waiting times and seat availability across different
headway values and uses a MILP model, solved with the Cplex solver, to optimize the
schedule of EBs to minimize total costs. These costs include travel expenses, electricity
consumption, and usage costs associated with electric buses. A normalized weighted
sum technique was applied to address the multi-objective problem. The effectiveness of
our methodology was demonstrated through significant improvements, including a 22%
reduction in student waiting times, a 42% improvement in the seat availability criterion, and
a 21% improvement in the total cost of scheduling the shuttle buses compared to the existing
timetable. Additionally, our approach included the strategic selection of optimal electric
bus models and was capable of accommodating varying bus travel times during peak
and off-peak hours, further enhancing operational efficiency. By adjusting the timetable
for fully electric buses, this research promotes a more sustainable approach to university
transportation systems, setting a benchmark for similar initiatives at other institutions
and contributing to the broader adoption of EBs in public transit networks. This initiative
represents a significant advancement in adapting transportation infrastructure to support
environmental sustainability and operational excellence.

The proposed study offers the potential to be improved in several ways. One critical
enhancement is adapting the model to accommodate different charging technologies, which
vary in establishment costs, charging power, and charging times. Further improvements
could focus on integrating network design as a decision variable. This would involve opti-
mizing shuttle bus routing and including it in the model. Additionally, future studies could
integrate decisions regarding charging technology and the strategic placement of charging
stations. Given that pantograph chargers can significantly impact electricity loads, it is
crucial to assess the effects of these charging technologies on neighborhood energy supplies
and the power grid during peak hours. Investigating power loss associated with integrating
such infrastructure and its impact on energy sources could provide valuable insights for
more sustainable electric bus operations. Introducing uncertainty into the model regarding
the travel time and energy consumption of EBs is another promising area for improvement.
Various factors can influence EB travel time, including passenger volume, driving behavior,
traffic congestion, road conditions, and weather. By incorporating stochastic travel times,
we can make the model more robust and reflective of real-world scenarios. Similarly, the
energy consumption of EBs can vary based on factors like passenger load, battery life, and
road conditions. Future research could focus on including these variables to enhance the
model’s accuracy.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

EB Electric bus
OECD Economic consequences of outdoor air pollution
TT Timetable
BSP Bus scheduling problem
VS Vehicle scheduling
VSP Vehicle scheduling problem
EBSP Electric bus scheduling problem
TCO Total cost of ownership
CNG Compressed natural gas
GA Genetic algorithm
VSP-TW Vehicle scheduling problem with time windows
TOU Time-of-use
SA Simulated annealing
LNS Large neighborhood search
ITTVS Integrated timetabling and vehicle scheduling
NSGA-II Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II
PSO Particle swarm optimization
MILP Mixed-integer linear programming
SOC State of charge
SGW Sir George William
GHG Greenhouse gas
SAP Sustainable action plan
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